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Assemblages and Documents as Tools For Managing Complexity: A Study on 

the Practices of Adaptation to Floods 

 

--- Mridusmita Dutta 

 

Abstract 

To live in a risk society needs elaborate attempts to control and tame chances that 

is a threat to our existence. To enhance or scale-up security we need intervention 

through programmes or policies. Interventions of this kind exhibit the willingness 

of the government and its citizens to provide and receive a conducive environment 

of fewerfloods, diseases, better roads and bridges, less corruption, etc. The 

endeavour here is to explore the rationale of such interventions in a landscape of 

natural disaster vis-à-vis floods in Assam. Programs of improvement are embedded 

in the knowledge practices in terms of how is a problem defined, how will it be 

tamed and how calculations will be applied and what will be excluded. These sets 

of questions lead us to the ethos of analytics of governmentality that is concerned 

with a stratum of ‘knowing and acting’ to a phenomenon. Unlike, sociology of 

governance or governmentality per se which emphasises illuminating the inherent 

tendency of the state to exert power or hegemony as its centralizing objective, 

analytics of governmentality is concerned with particular schemes of thought, 

diagnosis of its deficiency and promises of improvement. This article engages with 

the adaptation practices to the annual occurrence of floods (as a scheme of thought), 

various practices and heterogeneous elements coming together to tide over the 

natural disaster (promise of improvement) and engagement withany deficiency or 

contestations.  This ongoing research attempts to look into the construction of 

floods as a domain that can be controlled, the assumptions and linearity in the 

character of adaptation efforts in governance and the different layers of 

complexities that emerge in these practices. 
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Introduction 

What does it mean to live dangerously in a risk society? It is a deep philosophical 

question that confronts ideologues and policymakers to embrace danger as a 

condition for life in the future. The risk posits us to embrace security as an 
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indispensable tool that needs to be achieved to evade traumatic experiences. For 

catastrophic events in the face of climate change, man-made and natural disasters, 

terrorism per se reveals our vulnerability to threat, loss and injury. Henceforth, a 

plausible reversal of advocated risk through a continual process of improvement is 

deemed as resilience for societal enrichment.  Resilience is still a modern concept 

where it is presumed that disasters be it natural or man-made, environmental 

degradation, climate change, terrorism are all external problems that can be 

mitigated with internal policy solutions. However, the obsession with the discourse 

of resilience has a risk of presuming asymmetrical future within a single episteme. 

But a close inspection we discover that we are no longer living in a world that 

belongs to one hand to the past and the other to the present; but we coexist in worlds 

that overlap and co-exist (Mol, 2002).   

  The consequential making of the present undoubtedly has its roots in the history 

of the Brahmaputra river and how its geography and history have shaped its basin. 

But this research work endeavours to look at the Brahmaputra not circumscribed 

by its history; but what is unsettling or how different reality is emerging at a 

temporal scale. The entry point to the enquiry is made in understanding 

governmental interventions that set out to improve the world. Tania Murray Li in 

Will to Govern draws attention to the mundane way the rationale of improvement 

schemes-what they seek to change and the calculations they apply. The modus 

operandi of the improvement schemes lies in assembling diverse elements-

discourses, institutions, forms of expertise and social groups to address an urgent 

need. This highlights my research question: how the elements of an assemblage are 

assembled to produce a single order. Further, I engage in exploring the mechanisms 

of simple calculations that come to stand in terms of more complexity in the kind 

of asymmetries they produce. 

Methodology and field 

From the perspective of analytics of governmentality, the focus ison creating a 

regime of truth by assembling particular apparatuses and discourses, carving certain 

ways of conduct as to how to intervene in a particular problem and being attentive 

to their assumptions, presuppositions, their regimes of vision and spots of blindness 

(Rose, 1999).  Studies of governmentality often mentions “assemblage” to be the 

central concept to visualise the intervention in any phenomena to produce desired 

outcomes. According to Foucault (1980), discourses, institutions, technology, 

administrative laws and measures, scientific statements, and moral and 

philanthropic propositions are heterogeneous elements that constitute the apparatus 
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to produce the will to improve. Henceforth, in turning our attention to the practices 

of adapting to floods, in the context of Dhemaji, the process of documenting the 

practices of preparedness to the natural disaster, in terms of lists and documents ( 

of people affected, relief required, lives lost), plans (the Assam Disaster Manual) 

and technology (communicating the onset of floods through artefacts like satellite 

imaginaries, textual messages and mails) form a vibrant set of primary data. 

Therefore, the study employs artefacts constituting technology, documents and 

bureaucrats at the local level to explore the contingency of “assemblage” in disaster 

risk management in Assam. 

Moving beyond the cosmological and questions pertaining to political ecology, the 

study takes the liberty to make refraction from the binary distinction between 

object: subject, nature: society and interrogate chaotic and unruly change cognizant 

in the landscape of natural disaster and what emerges as a resultant formation in the 

process of “assemblage”. In other words, how is the assemblage represented and 

interpreted? 

Profile of field 

Historically, floods had been a part and parcel of life in the Brahmaputra valley. 

The riverine communities, especially the Missing community planned their 

agricultural activities and socio-cultural calendar keeping in mind the annual cycle 

of floods. It is also pertinent that the availability of land meant the low lying lands 

were kept fallow for the river water to flow in. However, the 1950 earthquake 

altered the geomorphology of the river. Floods, erosion and sand casting became 

important factors of natural degradation making governance difficult. In 

contemporary times, these issues are still reeling to be apprehended and governed.   

Subansiri, one of the important north bank tributary of the Brahmaputra creates 

havoc for the floodplains located at its lower part of the basin, every year. At the 

same time, this region also has a higher chance of devastation owing to the risk of 

a breach in the embankments of the Brahmaputra. Dhemaji district located in the 

Subansiri floodplain always has the risk ofannual aberrant floods. Floods may be 

episodic or recurrent based on contextualising the same to the ubiquitous nature of 

this hydrological phenomenon.  Therefore, Dhemaji, given its hydro-

meteorological and topographical location, was identified as a site to conduct a 

sociological inquiry into its adaptation practices and efforts at the local bureaucratic 

level. The present study is a part of an ongoing study in understanding how a 

community affected by floods and its various stakeholders are responding 

commensurately with the necessary tools, knowledge and institutions. 
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Additionally, the Dhemaji Circle Office, Emergency Department and Water 

Resource Department were selected to explore the knowledge practices and their 

practices of adaptation to floods. Sonarighat, a village in Dhemaji district was 

selected to comprehend the sensibilities and experiences of floods. The study is 

qualitative and various methods of data collection have been used such as 

observation, open-ended interviews and focus group discussions. Two consecutive 

annual cycles of floods have been observed across the aforementioned field sites in 

2019 and 2020 to benefit the study. 

Preparing for floods 

The primary tool to forecast flood induced risk is the flood early warning system 

(FLEWS). Flood forecasting and warning system arean essential elements in 

regional and national flood preparedness. It includes hydro-meteorological 

observation provided by weather radar satellites and an automatic hydro-

meteorological station network. The inputs and reports from this technology is 

supposed to provide the real-time of probable risk offloods. As an alternative to 

better mitigate flood preparedness, this system is also reliable because of its low-

cost effectiveness. Appropriate and effective intervention by the government, 

bureaucracy, stakeholders, decision-makers and the scientific community simulates 

to the response to the response by the flood early warning system, maintains a 

respondent at the Emergency Department of Dhemaji.  

 For intervention meant to tame unruly water needs a demarcation of a bounded 

area to bear effective results through the process of rendering the field technical 

(Li,2007). In preparing for the floods, during the months of March-October, any 

kind of information on the water level is provided by Arunachal ie Upper Siang and 

Lower Siang. “We are dependent on these two districts. An increase in the water 

level in Pasighat raises the alarm here for Assam” maintains the Circle Officer of 

Sissiborgaon, under Dhemaji district”. The National Disaster Management 

Authority (2015) mandates state coordination in providing information regarding 

any kind of natural disaster. So in terms of the flood, the rise of water level or its 

probability is communicated from the emergency department in Dhemaji to the 

respective circle offices through messages or e-mails. The information then 

percolates to the respective village headman (gaonburha) who then mobilises 

himself to the edge of the river to gauge the rise in water level for authentication.  

The project head at the Emergency Department, LohitGogoi maintains “Although 

we take cognizance of the report sent by the neighbouring state of Arunachal, 

sometimes a delay in transmitting the report becomes a problem. Moreover, we 
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need to be prepared before relying exclusively on technology. Water –reading of 

the water levels of the Brahmaputra is taken by the Water Resource Department 

everyday that is submitted at my office at sharp 8am. I take that further to the higher 

officials to keep a record of the substantive rise in water levels. What we have been 

observing is that few cycles of rain in the plains prior to the onset of monsoon reach 

a dangerous level threatening security; in such instances, the satellite imaginaries 

of floods and water reports from Arunachal do not essentially overlap.” The process 

of translatingof probable floods through images of satellites backed by large 

calculations flashing on the computer screen of the Emergency Department in 

Dhemaji is not met with much urgency. 

It is in such mundane practices of bureaucracy where technologies of large scale 

that are extended across States with the concern of greater probability to mitigate 

floods makerefraction. The assemblage that was meant for better communication 

to tame the chances of floods is made tricky in terms of its translation. For in the 

process of translation of technology by the actors having the authority to choose 

and make calculations for the information provided by the neighbouring State 

becomes complex when non-human actants enter the social fabric. The weather 

above the river essentially becomes the deciding factor for reliance on technology.  

Further, the volume of water released to the river basin through precipitation 

dictates calculation for the actors/disaster personnel in Assam. If the weather acts 

uniformly across the Brahmaputra Basin, then the Emergency Department takes 

cognizance of water reports from Arunachal along with the satellite imaginaries of 

floods. Sometimes, incessant rains in the month of August elevates the water level 

in Dhemaji without any alarm for Arunachal. At such juncture, when the non-

human agents begin to exert their agency on such networks to mitigation of any 

kind of natural disaster breach collectives within an organization(bureaucracy). 

Henceforth, the general coordination mandated by the National Disaster 

Management Authority (2015) becomes particular in face of the local 

contingencies. The aerial topography in terms of images, the weather over the river 

basin, the agentic ability of water and the calculations of the social actors’ at the 

bureaucratic level come together to define “risk” or emergency for floods in 

Dhemaji.  

Practices of mitigating floods 

The primary intervention to govern and mitigate floods lies in the dual mechanism 

of providing compensation and relief. In terms of compensation, it essentially 

requires tools to collect, process and calculates the quantity and amount of 
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compensation to be released and to whom. The village headman is supposed to 

make a list of the affected people and submit the same at the corresponding circle 

office. The making of this list entails a specific procedure. As for instance, a person 

is claiming compensation for his lost livestock. This requires essential 

documentation (photographs) of the dead carcass. Additionally, compensation for 

the destruction of houses entails documentation in terms of nature of the house 

(concrete/thatched), the water level inside the house/frontyard. If a life is lost during 

the course of floods then compensation depends on the number of persons within a 

family. The questionnaire that is used to collect all thisinformation is essentially a 

document that puts a person’sclaim to compensation into words. These documents 

arrive at the circle office only to be sent to the District Commissioners’ office to be 

sanctioned by the DC. Accordingly, hard cash is released from the concerned 

authority at that office. Thissequence of actions undoubtedly objectifies the 

commitment of welfare by the Government for its people and the people devastated 

by the floods as well. Henceforth, the very process of writing and maintaining 

documents contributes to the construction and objectification of an organization 

committed to working for the welfare and improvement of their condition in the 

face of natural destruction.  

The materiality of governing the floods was exemplified in documents. In keeping 

track of rising water levels, dissemination of information to lower authority offices, 

lists of villages and people affected, people receiving the amount of relief and 

compensation all depicted the organizational structure to provide stability or control 

to the devastation caused by the annual floods.  Documentation, as a process, maybe 

easily overlooked because it is usually seen as providing direct access to what they 

are documenting ( Hull,2012). And it is because of the ordinariness of documents, 

the consequences of it remain analytically invisible (Brenneis, 2006). In exploring 

the practices of governance to floods, documents represent a tool to control a  

natural phenomenon (floods) to secure a habitable present.  

According to Michel Callon (2002), writing devices (documents) give actors a new 

definition. In other words, the various actors (bureaucrats/ officials) involved in the 

processing and disseminating of compensation cease to be narrative wherein they 

come to be defined by these writing devices. In this sense, actors do not exist 

outside of them as the sequence of actions suggests (ibid). The argument is that 

documents as texts help in classifying the reality to make the devastation caused by 

floods manageable. In simple words, documents perform to format the reality ( 

Callon, 2002). Formatting the reality of devastation caused by floods through 

documents supplies stable governance and control over the excess water in a 
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landscape. “The legitimacy of this process guarantees transparency to our 

compensation” maintains ToponChamua, a respondent from the Sissiborgaon circle 

office. “We try our best to avoid any kind of corruption while providing relief and 

compensation. Only those affected people receive our aid whose name appears to 

be on the list provided to us by the LaatMandal, which is further approved by the 

District Commissioner before releasing the funds.” Such pedagogy of governance 

talks about the writing culture and how through such practices the formal rules and 

regulations of the organization aremaintained. However, the way documents are 

sought to provide compensation and relief to aid adaptation to annual floods get 

distorted in their meaning when its inherent aim was to improve the condition of 

the affected people.  

Prakash Taid, a respondent in the Sissiborgaon Circle Office, puts it with a 

concerned face. “We cannot deny that there happens to be much anger, resentment 

and frustration of the people at the ground when our officials are there distribute 

relief. The list of people who qualify to receive relief is prepared by the laatMandal 

which is submitted at the circle office. Further, it is accepted by the Circle officer 

which is then forwarded to the DC for its approval. Next, the FCI office is directed 

to release the basic essential food items according to the amount that is sanctioned 

to be released. By the time, it is loaded on a truck to make its way to the allotted 

village it takes a good amount of two days. Delay in this process, results in affected 

communities being resentful. Sometimes, there is violence and mishandling of 

officials too. Generally, we do not report such cases of violence”.  The amount of 

time people had to wait in order to improve their condition by receiving relief; 

comes to be in contestation with the very nature of the metric (documents) that 

arebeing employed for the governance of floods. When documents areplaced within 

the concept of “assemblage” the asking of “how” do documents represent a 

complex phenomenon of floods leads us to observe the consequences of documents 

rather than looking at themfrom theirmediating role. To restore the analytics of 

documents, Bruno Latour (2005) maintains that we need to look at documents as 

things that transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning or the elements 

they are supposed to carry.  In this context, documents attain a kind of vibrancy or 

agency to exert theirsignificance, and change the meaning/signs it is supposed to 

carry to the objects/subjects they are referred. This line of thought allows us to look 

at bureaucratic discourses not simply as “texts” that are given an abstract form from 

theirmaterial form-files, graphs, forms and reports; but to consider the materiality 

of it with technology and other practices within an organizational structure 

(Hull,2012).  
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Vishal Pegu (41) was one of the recipients of compensation from the authorities. 

But it was his brother, Prakash Pegu (39) who was eligible for the compensation 

but missed by particular criteria. His frontyard, during the night, was filled with 

water reaching up to his chest. In the morning when a representative of the 

Government came for inspection along with the gaonburha (village headman) water 

had receded. The components making up for the water were muddy frontyard with 

leeches. Prakash Pegu did not qualify for compensation. Undoubtedly, these 

affected people become protagonists where the writing device gains precedence. 

What we may miss as a fact is the elusive character of water that contributes to 

being a weak trait in this assemblage offloods. The construction of a technical 

domain focusing on representation tends to overlook the form of the excess water 

that comes to be defined as floods. The people involved in the preparation, 

collection and processing of lists, documents, and files necessarily do not have to 

deal with the formofthe magnitude of any natural catastrophe. Henceforth, the 

assemblage persuaded by the Assam Disaster Management Authority comes to 

have a weak trait that is not commensurate to measuringor representing the agentic 

ability of water. The force with which the water is uprooting the bamboo trees of a 

household, making abrupt inroads into a landmass that was never expected by the 

villagers, twirling the concrete houses leaving the imprints of its form, erosion per 

se reveals the personality of the annual floods that fails to be taken into 

consideration. According to Bruno Latour (1996), this strand of bracketing out the 

social context which is referred to as semiotic, in this research I refer it to be in the 

context of adaptation to floods, will be always open to criticism. This is because 

semiotic often refer to givingmeaning to associations/assemblage and makingit 

more descriptive, denying the true nature of the entities (Latour,1996). It is only 

when a third node, a non-human entity enters the picture that reveals the weak trait 

of “meaning” (ibid).   

Therefore, the text (manual) Assam State Disaster Management Authority provides 

for adaptation to any kind of natural disaster, the writing devices (documents) that 

are used to format the preparedness/devastation to floods and the practice of using 

these texts helps us to reveal what is lost in this process of representation when it 

is adjoined with the externality of the floods. Using a non-human node illuminates 

how textual entities, actors and nonhuman entities connect without abandoning 

their distinct characteristics. This association amounts to the Actor-Network 

Theory that Bruno Latour has been defending.  Latour (1996) maintains that 

extending semiotics to unrelated elements; instead of focusing on   “meaning” 

would reveal how networks extend further. 
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Conclusion 

In the age of virulent environmental catastrophe, the discourse of resilience and 

security attempts to deliver a sociality with abrupt external shocks into our social 

systems. Recouping from the prediction of the same needpredictedby science, 

experts and policymakersthat puts our focus onthe future to gauge the probability 

of risk. At the same time, excessive anticipation of the future comes to be termed 

the ontological spin (Sahlin, 2013). This new approach gives anthropology an 

orientation to building better futures bycritiquing the present problems (Latour, 

2013; White, 2013) and valorising post-humanist avant-garde (Descola, 

2013;Kohn, 2013). The most significant critique of this ontological turn lies in their 

tendency at holding the turbulent present at bay and imagining a habitable future 

where any kinds of differences are not allowed to matter (Bond &Bessire, 2013). 

My ethnographic endeavour benefits from the critique ofthis ontological spin.  The 

hope for a symmetrical habitable future would be utopian if we fail to provide a 

plank to the present; to better comprehend the future. Natural science and statistical 

computations posits the problem of scale creating enlargement of our focus ina 

planetary crisis. But is it possible to study the conditions of existence and science 

and technology today?  According to Wittgenstein (1999) simplicity and familiarity 

are the things hidden from us which make them nearly invincible. In other words, 

what are the consequences when simplifications are made to probabilistic events 

like floods? The modern world is full of technical and scientific simplifications that 

provide the basis for action (Mol,2002). Simplifications are more or less linear 

endeavours that have the tendency to compress layered realities or complexities. 

This inevitably raises theoretical and practical engagements. This research is an 

attempt to manoeuvre the path of simplistic adaptation to floods in governance, 

illuminate and discuss the complexities within it and associate the same with a 

world that is co-existing and exhibiting their adaptation to floods. 
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